
Spring Ahead on the Road to Recovery 
 

Being outdoors, fresh air, and warmer temps have provided a feeling of 
newness filled with optimism for what’s to come. Our businesses and community 
have rallied together to come up with new ideas to provide a fresh start to keep us 
all moving forward; and there’s a full calendar of events and outdoor activities that 
will allow us to connect and build community. We’re excited for a Shop Hop, Sister 
Saturday, Chamber Golf Scramble, and Fireworks to name a few! 
 

At the chamber office this week, we’ve been participating with the (virtual) 
Chamber Week at the Capitol to collectively advocate for businesses and 
communities to continue to expand their capacities in a safe way. Additionally, we’ve 
been attending the (virtual) Explore MN Tourism Conference to discover new 
opportunities that draw visitors to the Waconia area. We care about our local 
business community and have been continuously inspired by your grit, compassion, 
and resilience.   
 

Road to Recovery - It’s going to be rocky, yet we’re hopeful that we’re on the 
right path toward progress. During this journey forward, there are 3 goals that are 
top of mind: 
 

● Optimism - We’re optimistic for the spring and summer seasons ahead. 
During our first in-person luncheon of the year held last week, it was 
refreshing to see the buzz of members connecting and rebuilding 
relationships. Our virtual viewers also enjoyed staying engaged and talking 
directly to the guest speakers online. 

 
● Keep Moving Forward - At the chamber office, we’re working on plans to 

move forward and we know you are too.  At the Capitol this week, the 
economic highlights discussed included: GDP, labor force, investment and 
growth, and the federal economic stimulus. Locally, we’re noticing real estate 
professionals, landscapers, and builders prepare for their busy season and are 
noting trends in the market.  

 
● Continue to Build Community - We live in a giving community and it’s 

incredible to witness local organizations come together, refocus, and 
exemplify purpose. We’re defining who we are and what’s important in order 
to work together and continue to grow.  

 
Ready for the newness of spring,  

-Christine 


